
Welcome To Servistar 

Servistar is a local market leading platform that connects car owners who need repairs, 

servicing and inspections to the best local mechanics. 

We match hundreds of customers every month with the trusted professional mechanics. Our 

fast quoting functionality, easy booking, and secure payment makes us the most convenient 

way to book a car service. 

At Servistar we understand that your 

time is valuable, so we created a 

system that delivers the most 

convenient service to you. With 

Servistar you don’t even need to 

leave your couch, Servistar mechanics 

will collect your car, Service it and 

deliver it back to your home or office. 

We developed a technology to give you a transparent, fair and fast quote. All you need to do is 

go online and post your job on Servistar website.       

   

Our Mission 

We are on a mission to bring trust, transparency, and convenience to car Servicing and repair. 

We do this by connecting customers directly to the reliable mechanics, ensuring our customers 

get the best and most convenient service. 

Our Vision 

To build the largest online community of trustworthy mechanics where customers can easily 

search for their best local mechanic, compare prices and ratings and connect to the mechanic 

of their choice. 

Service Costs 

RELIABLE REPAIRS @ COMPETITVE COSTS 

By directly connecting mechanics to car owners, our platform makes it a win-win situation for both. 

How, you may ask! 



Since Servistar doesn’t interfere in costing provided by mechanics, the car owners have the 

freedom to choose the most competitive costing at uncompromised quality. While a car owner 

gets to choose the mechanic as per latest reviews by other customers & our internal rating 

system, the owners also have a freedom to pay the lowest charges from the bids submitted by 

mechanics. 

Repair Costs 

Our policies ensure that our partner mechanics use only branded & QC checked parts for 

replacements & repairs, all to ensure the longevity & quality in the long run, while keeping the 

costs down. 

Besides “Body Repairs”, we provide repairs ranging from simple maintenance repairs, major 

parts replacement or purely diagnostic services. All the partner mechanics are fully qualified 

and trained to help you best they can. 

At Servistar, Australia’s premier mobile mechanics can do car repairs usually same or next day – 

from a no start, brakes or radiator through to an engine overhaul. Most repairs are done on site 

at a time and place convenient for you. This on-site service helps you in saving money on 

towing costs for sudden breakdowns. 

Best Local Mechanics 

Car mechanics are not hard to find, but finding a trustworthy mechanic could be quite a task. 

That’s why Servistar has put in place a stringent set of conditions to select the partner 

mechanics, who can do the job right to your full satisfaction. 

So, you might as how do gauge reliability of a particular car mechanics anywhere in Australia? 

Pre Purchase Inspections 

Whether it’s a new car or used one, an expert examination is handy to a hassle-free driving 

experience. Partner mechanics at Servistar have carried out thousands of car checks and vehicle 

inspections throughout all states & territories. 

Contact Us 

 

Phone: - 1300 352 262 

Email: - hello@servistar.com.au 
 

https://servistar.com.au 
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